UK .£10.00
US $16.99
AUS $16.99
CDN$17.99
DKK 129.95
FR €14.50
DE€14.90
ITA €14.50
JPN¥2000
SGP $28.50
ES€14.00
CHF1890
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The best design, architecture, travel, food and fashion
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'ExCinere' collection, by Formafantasma, for Dzek
o66 I

Wallpaper*

VIPP

What sofa? Vipp sofa
Yes, Vipp is so much more than a pedal bin and a kitchen.
A line of furniture has now joined the collection. Chairs, t ables. And th is sofa.
All made with the sa me attention to finish, materials and functionality,
which has been our hallmark since 1939. Please have a seat.

Vipp Chimney Sofa as shown here in yellow velour: EUR 4,395.00

vlpp.com
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Fit-for-purpose forms flex their design muscle
Wallpaper*
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Creating a little less waste is at the forefront
of our minds these days, so we're in a bit of
a lather about Stockholm design studio Form
Us With Love's new personal care brand Forgo.
The majority of beauty products on the market
still use excessive water and plastic packaging,
but reduction is key to these minimal prototype
handwashes, which will launch at Stockholm
Design Week in February. A set of starter kits
will include a recyclable packet containing
concentrate powder made from almost 100 per
cent natural ingredients, which you then mix
with water in a reusable bottle. Three scents
kick off the Forgo palm cleaning revolution:
citrus, woody and neutral. We're rubbing our
hands w ith glee. formuswithlove.se
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SOAP STAR
Forgo personal care brand, by Form Us With Love

THE FORGO HANDWA SH
STARTER KITS WILL BE
AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER
FROM FORGO.XYZ
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